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I’d like to elaborate on one point Lawrence Friedman makes in his paper. “The study of these trials,” he says, “is a study not so much of the law, as of the mass media.” I think that’s right. Much of what Professor Friedman says about trials could also be said about other kinds of things people like to watch. This is especially true about the changes over time in the way the public has experienced trials. We can see a lot of those same changes in the way the public has observed other sorts of events as well. On the other hand, some of the changes in the public’s experience of trials are attributable to uniquely legal changes, changes in the nature of trials themselves that don’t have any obvious parallels with other kinds of entertainment.

Trials were once popular spectator events, back when the only way to experience them was by going in person. Spectators still turn up at trials today, especially high profile ones, but not the way they used to. People once jammed “into courtrooms so tightly that it could become difficult to move the defendant in and out.” During closing argument in the Cincinnati trial of William Arrison, the famous “infernal machine” case of 1854, “there were so many [spectators] present that they occupied the area normally reserved for the judge, including the judge’s own seat.” Big criminal trials were often handled, even for the government, by private lawyers who were “celebrated in their own right for eloquence, so closing arguments attracted big crowds.” The most popular part of the trial may have been the judge’s announcement of the sentence, even though this was in the era when a murder conviction
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virtually always carried the death penalty, leaving little suspense to the sentencing.\textsuperscript{7} Still, the courtroom would be packed with spectators. According to one eyewitness account, “At the 1881 sentencing of Albert and Charles Talbott in Missouri for killing their father, ‘the Judge broke down, covered his face with his hands, and quivered with emotion; strong men wept, women shrieked. The vast multitude present were shaken as if by a tempest.’”\textsuperscript{8} Before television, before radio, before film, all entertainment was live. Trials were simply exciting things to see.

Eventually, though, attendance stopped being necessary to keep up with a trial. Daily newspapers began running accounts of trials in the first half of the nineteenth century.\textsuperscript{9} In the early twentieth century, people could hear about trials on the radio.\textsuperscript{10} By the late twentieth century, people could watch some trials on television.\textsuperscript{11} If trials are not already online, they probably will be soon.\textsuperscript{12} By reading or watching at a distance, spectators could skip the boring parts: when lawyers were arguing about the admissibility of evidence, having a private conference with the judge, or taking twenty minutes to establish an exhibit’s chain of custody. Trials once attracted large physical audiences.\textsuperscript{13} With technological change, now they may attract even larger virtual audiences made up of people who may not be physically present, who may be spread across multiple locations, and who may watch or read just the highlights.\textsuperscript{14} They’re all watching the trial, but not the way they did before.

We could tell the same kind of story about many other kinds of entertaining events besides trials. As Professor Friedman points out, executions used to be big spectator events too.\textsuperscript{15} When the rapist Daniel Wilson was hanged in Providence in 1774, more than 12,000 people showed up to watch at a time when the entire population of Providence was only
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around 4,000. Over 30,000 spectators were said to have seen Jesse Strang hanged in Albany in 1827, and 50,000 saw the execution of John Johnson in New York in 1824. Even after executions were moved into prison yards over the course of the nineteenth century, they continued to attract huge crowds. Fifteen thousand people streamed into the tiny town of Fonda, New York in 1878 to stand around outside the prison while the murderer Samuel Steenburgh was being hanged inside. Spectators could not see any part of the execution, but that didn’t prevent them from showing up and milling around. People would climb trees and find spots on the roofs of nearby houses, hoping to peer over the wall and get a glimpse of what was going on. Executions, like trials, were exciting things to see, and people would often go to great lengths to get a view.

The opportunity to see executions in person came to an end when hanging was replaced by the electric chair and gas chamber—execution methods that required small, indoor spaces. But people could still read about executions, and like trials, they became staples of the daily newspapers. Even as the public was excluded, journalists were always given good places to watch, and they wrote lengthy, detailed accounts of what they saw. Ordinary people could usually learn more about an execution from reading an eyewitness account by a journalist who had a good view, than they ever could have from watching one themselves in the old days, because most of them would have been so far away that they could neither have seen much nor heard any of the speeches. The physical audience became a much larger virtual audience that never actually gathered in one place.

Trials are sometimes shown on television, but executions are not. Every once in a while, a television station will ask to show one, and occasionally
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television stations bring lawsuits claiming a constitutional right to broadcast executions, but so far none of these requests or suits has been successful. Executions would probably get good ratings. There are plenty of well-known movies featuring simulated executions; presumably, real ones would be even more popular. In a world where the social constraints on what the media can show have mostly broken down, this is one of the old Victorian proprieties that is still going strong.

Technological change produced similar effects on other kinds of entertaining events. Political speeches and debates used to be big spectator sports. The Lincoln-Douglas debates in 1858 drew audiences estimated between 12,000 and 15,000. Daniel Webster gave a famous speech at Bunker Hill in 1840, and eyewitnesses swore there were more than 25,000 people watching. People must have loved this sort of thing, as this was an era long before the invention of microphones, so most spectators probably couldn’t hear what the speakers were saying. With sound amplification, the numbers have on occasion grown much larger; more than 1 million people were said to be on hand for the inaugural addresses of Lyndon Johnson in 1965 and Barack Obama in 2009, although once crowds get this big it is very hard to count them.

Of course, it has been a long time since most people experienced political speeches in person. Once newspapers began to print them verbatim, the number of people who read speeches in the paper far exceeded the number who heard them live. Then, with radio, television, and now the internet, this disparity has increased even more. On C-Span today, you can watch politicians giving speeches before what look like completely empty chambers. The entire audience is watching on television. Audiences are greater than they used to be, but they are not physically together. Everyone is watching separately.

28. See, e.g., BRAVEHEART (Paramount Pictures 1995); THE CRUCIBLE (Twentieth Century Fox 1996); DEAD MAN WALKING (Polygram Filmed Entertainment 1995); THE GREEN MILE (Warner Bros. 1999).
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The same goes for sermons. The minister George Whitefield was a celebrity in the mid-eighteenth century. He regularly delivered sermons before crowds of several thousand, sometimes as high as 20,000 or more. We still have famous ministers today, and they still draw big crowds, but most people today likely get their celebrity sermons from either television or the internet. Or think about music. Jenny Lind’s tour of the United States in the early 1850s was probably the most publicized American entertainment event of the nineteenth century, but the largest theaters in which she sang could hold only around 5,000 or 6,000 people. The biggest singers today may get that many listeners every minute, if you add up radio, CDs, and all the various ways music can be heard on the Internet. George Whitefield’s audience and Jenny Lind’s audience were physical assemblages of people, but Lady Gaga’s audience usually is not. Instead, it’s a lot of people by themselves wearing earphones.

One more example: sports. Boxing was one of the first commercially successful spectator sports in the United States. John L. Sullivan, the most famous American athlete of the nineteenth century, earned well over $100,000 per year in the 1880s (more than $2 million when adjusted for inflation), which was about a hundred times what the highest-paid baseball players made. Boxing attracted huge crowds. The 1926 fight between Jack Dempsey and Gene Tunney drew over 120,000 spectators; their rematch the following year filled all 105,000 seats of Chicago’s Soldier Field. When college football became popular in the early twentieth century, it drew
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comparable crowds, and when professional baseball became popular, it attracted audiences a bit smaller. Virtually all of the money in sports in the early twentieth century came from ticket sales. In fact, when radio and television came along, at first promoters tried to keep their events off the air for fear that no one would buy tickets if they could sit at home and watch for free. Eventually, promoters realized they could make more money from television revenue than from ticket sales. Today sporting events still attract big crowds, but most of the people watching are not at the stadium with other spectators. They are at home, watching by themselves.

Trials are just like these other forms of entertainment, in that technology has converted a physical audience into a much larger virtual audience that never actually assembles in one place. Similarly, trials are like other events in that the same technological changes that allow for wider audiences also allow spectators to watch only the best parts. It used to be that if you wanted a see a trial you had to go to the courtroom and watch whatever happened to be going on that day. Then, with newspapers and television spectators could catch the highlights. With the internet, it would be possible to slice trials even more finely to fulfill a market for people who only want to watch, say, closing arguments in arson cases from Arizona, or cross-examinations by prosecutors with moustaches. The same is true of other forms of entertainment. Concerts used to last a couple of hours and gave listeners little choice over what would be played. Then sound recording allowed audiences to hear music in smaller chunks tailored more to their liking. Similarly, if you don’t want to sit through a whole baseball game you can watch highlights on television. If you only want to see home runs or strikeouts, you can do that online.
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I don’t want to overstate the extent of this change. In my office, I have a book from 1925 called *Famous American Jury Speeches*, which is kind of like a highlight reel of opening and closing arguments from the previous forty years.\(^49\) It has Clarence Darrow’s closing argument in the Leopold-Loeb case,\(^50\) a couple of arguments by Joseph Choate, as well as a whole bunch by people I have never heard of.\(^51\) It has always been possible to edit the spectator’s experience down to the most exciting bits. It has just never been so easy as it is today, whether with trials or with any other kind of entertainment.

On the other hand, trials themselves were changing in ways that affected the spectator’s experience. Mostly, they grew less exciting. Trials gradually became more legalistic over the course of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.\(^52\) In 1800 a trial consisted almost entirely of witnesses telling what they knew.\(^53\) They were interrupted only to be asked questions, and not just by the lawyers—sometimes the judge would ask questions, and sometimes even the jurors would ask questions.\(^54\) Today, trials still involve witnesses telling stories, but only in patches between voir dire and objections and long stretches of legal argument and the laying of foundations for the introduction of exhibits and so on.\(^55\) Trials aren’t nearly as interesting as they used to be. It is an ordeal to sit through a whole trial today, in a way that wasn’t true a couple of centuries ago. Even if there had been no technological change—no newspapers, no radio, and so on—there would have been increasing pressure to find some way of watching only the highlights, without all the boring things in between.

In some respects, then, the changes in the way the public has experienced trials have nothing to do with trials themselves. Those changes are emblematic of a broader change in the nature of entertainment, a change that can be traced to technological developments like television and the internet. In other respects, though, trials themselves have changed, and those uniquely legal
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changes would presumably have caused spectators to experience trials differently, even without any technological developments.